AUTUMN LUMINARY

Light up your home and celebrate the season with this autumn themed luminary!

SUPPLY LIST

- Glass Jar
- Tissue Paper (Yellow, Red, and Orange)
- White Glue
- Paintbrush
- Scissors
- Construction Paper (Brown)
- Electric Tea Light

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Pour some white glue into a container. Add enough water to completely cover the top of the glue. Mix it together with a paintbrush until smooth.
2. Cut or rip tissue paper into pieces of the desired shape and size.
3. Using the paintbrush, apply the glue and water mixture to a small section of the glass jar. Apply the tissue paper to the jar. You can do a single layer, or overlap the tissue paper and watch the colours mix together! Continue until the jar is covered all the way around.
4. Cut the construction paper into small rectangular strips. These will form the tree! Using the glue and water mixture, apply one strip of construction paper to the jar to serve as the trunk. Continue applying other strips to create your branches.
5. Apply one last layer of the glue and water mixture around the entire jar to seal in your creation.
6. Insert an electric tea light and enjoy your adorable autumn light!

ADDITIONAL TIPS

- You can create a luminary to help celebrate any season! Try using different colours of tissue paper and different construction paper symbols to celebrate winter, spring, or summer.